
Priority and thrust area 

The institution accomplishes its particular priority and thrust by educating students from 

underprivileged rural backgrounds. Individuals' success via education is signified by the 

development of the college. By providing high-quality education, the institution aims to 

accomplish socioeconomic transformation. The institution is committed to improve rural literacy 

by providing free education to a group of students who are first-generation graduates. 

Open house is a public awareness campaign in which we expose collegiate programmes, in which 

we showcase collegiate courses to high school pupils. This encourages rural kids from low-

income families to pursue higher education. To promote its courses, each Department holds a 

variety of competitions. The advantages of the courses are clearly presented to school kids, 

assisting them in overcoming the uncertainty of selecting the appropriate course based on their 

interests. 

The practice of boosting our economy through literacy improvement has a significant impact on 

the wealth dimension of our society. To do this, the institute offers free training programmes or 

courses, such as "Digital Marketing," to government school and college students. These kind of 

programmes foster a love of learning in pupils, which benefits them by providing them with self-

employment alternatives. Students are encouraged to work while they learn in order to support 

themselves and their families financially. 

Hindustan Group of Institution also launched the Hindustan Community College for 

uplifting poor students. The Community College is a non-profit, non-commercial, 

community-based organization and another type of education system to serve the 

underprivileged, rural students who passed/failed from 8thStd to 12thStd, School Drop-

outs, Women and existing work force, aspiring to update their skill-based and need-

based education at an affordable cost, leading to employment in collaboration with 

industries. Thus, we consider that in order to make a positive impact on society, it is vital 

to work for the common good by promoting and supporting social activities. 
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